
Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 10mins
Set-up: Players stand in space with 1 ball each, 
held in their hands
Instructions: Players have a ball each and coach 
calls out a number 1-3;
1= A Kick up with the foot and a catch
2= A Kick up with the thigh and a catch
3= A shoulder and a Catch

Progression: Coach can call out a combination of 
numbers  and the players must strive to complete 
that combination of juggles without the ball hitting 
the ground. They must catch the ball at the end to 
succeed. i.e/ coach calls out ‘123’ players must 
juggle in this sequence; 
Foot, thigh, shoulder,, Catch

For Foot;
-Kick ball with straight leg when ball is near the 
ground
-Curl toes up,  and use laces to strike underneath the 
ball
-Keep ankle and foot relatively firm when striking
For thigh
 -Connect with the ball when thigh is parallel to the 
ground
For shoulder; use a shrugging motion and push up 
through the ball

Duration: 20mins
Set-up: 20x20 yard square with a number of cones 
scattered in the center. Half of the players begin 
inside the square, half on the outside. Players on 
the outside each have a ball in their hands
 Instructions: Inside players shuffle skip and change 
direction through the cones whilst avoiding other 
players.
• When they spot an outside player with a ball in 

their hands they sprint towards her and ask to 
receive the ball on either foot

• Server tosses the ball to that foot, and then the 
other so player uses both feet. 

• Inside players then return to central cones 
before finding another player

• Play for 2 mins and switch roles
• Progress to receiving with thigh, then chest

 - Instruct the servers not to serve the ball if the 
inside player doesn’t call for it
-Inside players should ‘cushion the ball’ towards the 
ground as quickly as possible before returning
Quick foot movement to ensure body is always 
behind flight of the ball
-Balance forward when passing the ball
-Make body soft when receiving 

**** Given time progress to players receiving, 
turning and dribbling through cones before finding a 
pass to  an open player on the outside*****

Variation; Introduce 2 defenders who try to interrupt 
play
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Age : Grades 3 and 4
Topic:  Receiving the Ball in the Air
Sub Topic: Decision Making Under Pressure
Coach:
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Age Group: Grades 3 and 4
Topic:  Receiving the Ball in the Air
Sub Topic: Decision Making Under Pressure
Coach:

Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 20mins
Set-up: 10x15yrd grids, 4 players, 2 balls per grid 
Instructions: 
2 players on outside of Grid to serve/Throw In
2 players work against each other inside the grid, 1 
receiving 1, defending (Begin with passive defending 
and  progress to fully opposed)
Fig 1:  Attacker must receive from thrower and pass 
back before repeating on opposite side of the grid
 Progress to 

Fig 2: 1 ball per grid. Attacker must receive from 
thrower, turn and play successful pass to player on 
opposite side of grid

Switch roles at regular intervals 

- Fig 1
- If players struggle for success use passive 

defenders only
- Check away from thrower before looking to 

receive
- Timing of throw to checking player
- Get ball down as quickly as possible
- Return ball on ground

- Fig 2
- Look over shoulder before you receive
- Bring ball down to ground quickly
- Use thrower as drop option if necessary to 

maintain possession
- Keep body in between defender and ball

Duration: 20mins
Set-up: 25x35 yard field with goals and Goalkeeper
Instructions: 
• Normal Scrimmage except every time there is a 

stoppage of play (i.e/ free kick, goal kick, throw in, 
kick off) play is restarted with a throw in from the 
appropriate spot

 -Use of Quick Throws in to surprise opposition
-Technique of Throw in
-Check away then towards thrower to lose defender
-Communicate as you throw the ball (i.e/ “back” 
“time” turn”)
-Receiving technique 
-Look before you receive
-Get ball down to ground as quick as possible and 
retain possession
-When to go forward, when to go back


